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SAC Upholds

Sunday

ANC Proposals

Best

§

Jones’ Dismissal

Draw Criticism
Off-Campus Ajudication Angers Students

Commission Confirms Recall Process
that the SAC “is the highest authority,”

by Alan Bash
HOYA Staff Writer

the policy had always existed.
:
Many students living in Georgetown

Brian Wheeler

and that Hudson and George cannot appeal the SAC’s decision further.
Director of Student Programs Penny
Rue had directed the complaints toward

The Student Activities Commission
(SAC) upheld Wednesday the G.U.
the SAC when they were filed, and said
College Democrats’ decision to recall its
president Brian Jones (CAS ’90), saying
yesterday that she is unsure if she will
the group “acted constitutionally” in the "intervene in the matter.
recall election process, according to
The six-member executive board unanimously voted to amend the club’s conMarie Hurabiell (CAS ’92), the SAC
stitution at its board meeting Sept. 11 in
board member overseeing the club.
The SAC dismissed complaints filed
order to expedite the recall vote of Jones.
last week by College Democrat member
The constitution of the club stipulates
Eric George (CAS 90) and For United
that an amendment can only be passed
by a two-thirds majority of all paid
Student Empowerment
(FUSE)
members present at a meeting when the
spokesperson Eric Hudson (SFS ’90),
amendment is proposed. Hudson and
who claimed the procedure by which
Jones was recalled was flawed.
George charged the board violated this
The College Democrats ousted Jones
procedure by passing the amendment at
its six-member executive board meeting
from the club’s presidency last week in
Sept.:11.
:
a recall election by a vote of 32-31. The
Board members at Wednesday's
vote followed controversy surrounding
meeting with Hurabiell claimed execuJones’ dual role as president of the club
and undergraduate chief of the Stewards
tive board meetings are open to general
membership, and therefore paid mem-,
Society, a secret society on campus.
bers could have come to the board’s
The SAC decision came after a meetSept. 11 meeting if they wished to vote
ing Wednesday in which Hurabiell and
SAC Chairman Adrian Delancy (SES
on the amendment.
’91) met with George, Hudson, Jones
Hurabiell said although the constitutional amendment procedure is unclear,
and members of the executive board of
there was “a reasonable progression
the College Democrats to discuss the
from [the old] constitution to [the new]
legality of Jones’ dismissal.
;
constitution, based on the amendment
Hurabiell said she hopes the decision
lays to rest the controversy that has
process.”
Hudson and George also charged that
plagued the College Democrats since
members of the College Democrats
Jones revealed his position in the allsolicited membership to their club at the
male secret society.
SAC Fair for the express purpose of
‘Delancey said, “We dealt with ‘constitutionality. To decide what is fair or
gaining members who would vote
See DEM’S, p. 3
not is not our business.” Delancy added

HOYA

Staff Writer

said they thought the university should

Reactions to the Advisory Neighborhood Committee’s (ANC) new
proposals concerning off-campus students have been mixed, garnering
approval from university administration
and local residents and hostility from
students.
\
The Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA) has refused to
comment

on

the

recommendations,

which were released in a report Monday
night,

until

the proposal

is officially

presented to the assembly on Oct. 15.
The recommendation that has drawn
the most comments from students and
residents deals with the adjudication
process for off-campus students. The
proposal suggests that students living in
Georgetown be disciplined by the
university as if they had broken regulations on-campus.
Renee DeVigne, associate dean of stu-

dent affairs, said that the new proposals
will not greatly affect off-campus students. “Our handbook for many years
has indicated that students can be adjudicated if they’re in violation of local
laws, but it was never explained,” she
said, adding that copies of the handbook
are given to all students living off-campus.
The “Code of Conduct” section of the

|

oh
The Healy Building, dressed to the hilt for the Bicentennial closing, will
be dedicated Oct. 12 as a national historical landmark.

HOYA Staff Writer

Sunday Masses resumed at Dahlgren
Chapel last weekend, after a four-month
hiatus to allow for a renovation of the
chapel and the installation of a new pipe

organ.

:

The chapel reopened for daily Mass

Sept. 22, but no Sunday Masses were’
held until now due to the Bicentennial
Mass Sept. 24.
Key features of the renovation include
the new organ, a new altar and taber-

tabernacle.
Theology professor Leo Madden
praised the new position of the Tabernacle. “I am pleased with the presence
of a Blessed Sacrament chapel and I
hope that many people go there and
pray, because prayer before the
Eucharist can be a powerful means of
grace.” James Walsh, SJ, said he con-

nacle, a Marian shrine and a relocated
reconciliation room.
Robert J. Rokusek, SJ, director of

sidered the “solution [to the problem of
tabernacle placement] of the 1975
renovation brilliant.”

Campus Ministry, said the renovation
will not be completed for two more
months. The contractor continues to use
the sacristy on the south side of the

Previously, the screen in front of the
tabernacle could be closed, so that “the

dignity of Reservation does not compete

Rokusek said the chairs will eventual-

needs,”

Photo by IT:

Newly renovated Dahlgren Chapel reopened for Sunday Masses last weekend.
in a position where that [anxiety or nerthe acoustics have been improved, due
vousness about being seen going to conto the removal of a fabric panel from the
fession] might be a concern, and we
east wall and the installation of a new
didn’t have to put ourselves in that posisound system, which includes wireless

Otto Hentz, SJ, Alan Mitchell, SJ, and

Rokusek

Walsh explained he thought the 1975

described as reminiscent of the fixtures
Elizabeth Drexel Dahlgren had placed in
the chapel in 1899.
The new features have received both
praise and criticism, and the relocation

location seemed to be a good compromise because “you could, by closing
the doors [in front of the tabernacle],
honor the intent of the Church directives.” Walsh added that he did not see

structure, and productive of good music,

Concern

is totally disproportionate of size and,

about the new

iron and brown

glass, which

microphones. Mitchell concurred,
saying the lighting and sound system are
“definite improvements.”

has also been
location

expressed

of the Recon-

therefore, out of place,” Hentz noted.

ciliation room. Walsh said of the loca-

Walsh praised the organ, saying it
sounds “beautiful,” and also noted that

tion, “I don’t know if it would have an

inhibiting effect. . . . We put ourselves

Housing Now! to March on DC

tion.”
Reactions were generally favorable to
the overall project. Madden said that
“With the exception of the organ . . . this
alteration in the chapel appears to be an
attempt at arestoration. That is, it preserves the best elements of the chapel prior
See DAHLGREN, p. 3

Inside:

by Anthony Shum
Special to The HOYA

Celebrities and students from across
the country will join an estimated
250,000 to 500,000 people in the Housing Now! march on the U.S. Capitol this
Saturday to protest the lack of affordable
housing for low-income families.
Marlee

Matlin,

the

Oscar-winning

deaf actress critically-acclaimed for her
performance

in Children

of a Lesser

God, said she planned to arrive in
Washington today for the Housing
Now! march. In an interview with The
HOYA through an interpreter, Matlin
said she thought the march would help
highlight the plight of the nation’s
homeless. “The purpose of Housing
Now! is to make sure [that] we all have
a right to a home,” said Matlin.
The setting of the march, Matlin said,
will give visibility to the need for affordable housing. “These are issues that
reach out to a lot of people,” she said.

Before Housing Now!, Matlin was

involved in Comic Relief and had successfully campaigned as a spokesperson

Carol Kane, Armand Assante, and Jean

and Casey Kasem.
Matlin is one of more than 65
celebrities taking part in the march
Saturday. Casey Kasem, radio personality of “American Top-40’’ fame
and a supporter of the march, said that
he hoped that Housing Now! will ‘‘put
back [into the budgets of federal housing
assistance programs] the $25 billion. . .
that was taken out over the course of [the
last] eight years.”’
Kasem pointed out that the federal
government had previously spent $7 per
person on defense and $1 per person on
low-income housing. Now $44 goes to
defense and $1 remains for housing.
“There lies the problem,” Kasem said.

“There are 3 million homeless now. . . if
[the housing crisis] continues, there will
be 20 million homeless by 2005.”

Students representing several area
universities will. also take part in the

march. Aleks Stankovic (SLL ’90), a
member of the Community Action
Coalition board for Women’s Issues, has

observed “definite interest and support”
by Georgetown students while she has
been at the Homeless Awareness Week
table in ICC Red Square. According to
Stankovic, many students have asked
questions about the march and have ex-

pressed the desire to participate.
Stankovic, who plans to take part in
the Housing Now! march, said she first

learned about the magnitude of the
homeless problem after working for
more than a year at the Calvary
Women’s Shelter. This experience has
led to her to work in various campus
volunteer organizations and her involvement her with the Housing Now! march.
A group of about 80 students from
Catholic University will also be marching, according to Jennifer Wiener, president of the Catholic University
Community Action Network.
Georgetown students who wish to par-

ticipate in the Housing Now! march
should meet tomorrow morning at9 a.m.
at Healy Circle.
:

* The House of Representatives
backed a new amendment to the
1990 DC Appropriations Bill
reminiscent of the Armstrong
Amendment of last year. The
amendment
would
allow
religious schools in DC to discriminate in allocating funds and
facilities to gay groups.
News, page. 3

He said he was

‘Residents would have the sense that

there’s a bit more control [if the recom-

mendations were implemented],”’ said
Jonda McFarlane, who lives on Prospect
Street.
:

‘McFarlane also said she thought that
students are not the only source of
problems in the neighborhood. “We've
had some serious vandalism on our cars
[but] our sense is thatit. . . could be other
people as well as Georgetown students,”
she said.

Both sides agreed that the relationship
between students and neighbors has

breaking point,” DeVigne said. “Those

[student] parties that were out of control
See ANC, p. 3

?

’88), one of the plaintiffs in

the alumni suit.
:
DC
Superior Court Judge Harriet
Taylor ruled in September that the
university’s merger with the Alumni Association,

which

is incorporated

in

Delaware, was illegal under that state’s
corporate law.

In a summary judgment,

Taylor stated that the Alumni Board of
Governors did not have a quorum when

they voted to merge the association with
the university, transferring $3.5 million
and other property to the university.
“The court set forth a very orderly
process for putting this association back
together,” Cellini said. He added that the
orders submitted by the plaintiffs are
simply the next step in the legal process
to make the Alumni Association an independent body, as it was before 1987.
Cellini said his group has also requested a custodian to help implement
the court decision. The custodian would
probably be a three-person board serving as an “honest broker” with the “plenary

power

to take

whatever

steps are

necessary [to make the association independent],” he added.
The plaintiffs also submitted an order
to rewrite the association’s bylaws to
recover the group’s assets and prevent

the university from using the Alumni
Association’s name,

according to Cel-

lini.
University Director of Public Relations Gary Krull said Georgetown has
until Oct. 20 to respond to the proposed

* Commuter Crossword.
Page 6.

orders. Krull declined to elaborate on the

* Celebrated fourteen year-old art-

still in litigation,” he said.

ist Wang

matter. “We’re not about to talk about
[the university response] because it’s

Yani is featured in the

Arthur M. Sackler Gallery’s latest
exhibit, A Brush of Innocence.
Entertainment, page S.
* Homelessness is a social problem, and it is the responsibility of
the federal government to end it.

Viewpoint, page 4.
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Celebrities to Lead Tomorrow's Rally for Nation’s Homeless
for the National Captioning Institute, an
organization dedicated to working for
the closed-captioning of all prime-time
television shows. Recently she completed a video on the homeless with

(CAS’90).

“disgusted” by the ANC proposals.
Residents in the area said that the
proposals might be an additional deterrent to student recklessness in the area.

’84, LAW

Madden attacked the organ for being
“disproportionate” in size to the chapel.
“The organ, while a very beautiful

still installing wall sconces of wrought

Tosi

HOYA Assistant News Editor

main entrance, has also been a point of

Dahlgren

“It’s better if the

After winning their court battle to keep
the Alumni Association separate from
the university, four Georgetown
graduates filed a series of proposals
Sept. 29 to restructure the Association,
according to Richard J. Cellini (CAS

according to a 1970’s Campus Ministry
pamphlet.

are

S streets, NW.

by Becky Buckman

disagreement, largely because it has
taken up space formerly occupied by
rows of chairs. Behind the organ, there
are currently several piles of chairs.

most

Maris

Association

with the Eucharistic action of the Mass,”

chapel as a work station. Workers

and

I like to have the Sacrament before me.

for

said

Alumni to
Restructure

King, SJ, said he disagreed

Rokusek said.

you,”

the past ten years, have reached the

That’s not readily possible with this new
arrangement.”
The 1,234-pipe organ, located near the

chairs

on

students can work out the problems with
neighbors and police. When you live
off-campus. . . you’re responsible for
yourself.”
“I think that the ANC has teamed up
with Georgetown to take away a lot of
rights from students,” said Laurence

with the relocation. “Moving the tabernacle is a major difficulty with [the
renovation]. I find in my own prayer that

ly be placed in storage and that only 15
chairs will remain. “There are plenty of

down

been deteriorating. “The residents, over

anything wrong with the tabernacle’s
new location.
Thomas

to come

Thompson (SLL ’92), who lives on 36th

1989 handbook states that “all students,

Four-M. onth Renovations Spark Controversy Among Faithful
of the tabernacle has particularly raised
some controversy. It has been moved
from behind the sanctuary to the north
wing. The reconciliation room has been
relocated to the former location of the

not intervene in problems between students and their neighbors.
“The school shouldn’t have the right

residing on or off-campus, are expected
to comply with university regulations.”
DeVigne said handbooks from previous
years have never specified this, although

Dahlgren Reopens Its Doors
by Richard Wilson

Vol. 71, No. 9

Business and Advertising Offices
687-3947

* The GU field hockey team evened

its record to 4-4 by burying the
Gophers of Goucher College.
Sports, page 8.

:

According to Cellini, the 1987 Board
of Governors, the last Alumni Association board recognized by the university,
has scheduled a meeting on Oct. 21 to
discuss the future of the association.
However, Cellini added that his group
believed that “those people [on the old
Board] are in no way fit to conduct the
affairs of the corporation. . . because
they committed an unlawful act and per-

petuated it for two years.”

-
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House Backs Exemption
For DC Religious Schools

Renovated

Dahlgren
Reopens

by Alex Niven

Remodeling Includes

HOYA Contributing Editor

The House of Representatives voted
Tuesday night to support a measure that
would give religious schools and colleges in the District the right to refuse

New Organ, Altar
DAHLGREN, from p. 1
to 1975 and updates them for contemporary forms of worship.”
Hentz said he was happy that the old
furniture was removed. “It made the
place look like Woolworth’s. I am very
happy with the new appointments. The
wood structures on either side give some
sort of aesthetic depth.”

equal treatment to campus gay student

groups. Rep. William E. Dannemeyer
(R-CA) sponsored the measure, which
has already passed in the Senate as part
of the 1990 DC Appropriations Bill.
The measure follows a similar
proposal initiated by Sen. William L.
Armstrong (D-CO) last year. Armstrong
proposed the amendment in response to
the DC Court of Appeals ruling in Gay
Rights Coalition v. Georgetown University, which forced the university to provide campus gay groups:equal rights to

John Mulhearn, a local resident who

frequents the chapel, said the changes
“fit in with the traditional style of the
chapel. . . . Perhaps the side chapel
[where the tabernacle is located] is a bit
elaborate . . . and the organ is a little bit
out of proportion.”
King took a more non-committal
stand. “Chapel renovations are just like
hurricanes; you don’t ask if you like
them or not. You just try to get going
again.”

use of facilities and funds.

The DC Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
Sept. 26 that the so-called Armstrong
Amendment was unconstitutional because it violated the First Amendment
rights of DC City Council Members.

The new measure initiated by
Armstrong “seeks to amend [the DC
Human Rights Act] directly to permit
religiously affiliated organizations such
as Georgetown the right to refuse to
accommodate gay student groups,” according to an Oct. 4 article in The
Washington Post.
The original Armstrong Amendment
was passed as part of the 1989 DC
spending bill, forced city officials to exempt religious institutions in the District
from the DC Human Rights Act, which .
prohibits educational

getown officials remained neutral on the |
amendment during deliberations in Congress last year. In a July 1989 letter to
Armstrong, then-acting university president Robert Pitofsky wrote that “it is
now, and will be the university’s policy,
to adhere to the principles which
brought about the resolution of the dispute between Georgetown University
and campus gay rights groups without
regard to legislation the Congress or the
District of Columbia might enact to
relieve the University of any legal
obligation to adopt any resolution.”
Critics charged that university officials refused to support the Armstrong
Amendment to protect their bid for $237
million in tax-exempt bonds, which was
being considered in City Council at the
time.
;

institutions from

denying access to facilities or services
on the basis of sexual orientation.
DC City Council members, led by
Council Chairman David A. Clark (D),
challenged the law in district court. The
DC Circuit Court of Appeals ruled Sept.
26 that the law violated the First Amendment Rights of the Council members by
forcing them to change the District

The Armstrong amendment will now
be deliberated in a House-Senate joint
conference committee before returning

statute.

Despite pressures from many religious
groups to support the proposal, Geor-

to the House and Senate floors for ap-

proval.

Campus Ministry budgeted $360,000

for the refurbishing of Dahlgren. This
sum does not include the cost of the
organ, which is a gift of the Landegger
family of New York, on the occasion of
Georgetown’s bicentennial, according
to Rokusek. The pipe organ is valued at
$227,000. According to Rokusek, the
funding for the project comes from the
Bicentennial campaign’s $660,000 goal
for the refurbishing of all the chapels.
Staff Writer Mike Tedeschi also contributed to this article.

SAC Upholds Recall Election
DEM’S from p. 1
against Jones in the recall election.
However,

Photo

The new, 1,234-pipe organ recently installed in Dahlgren Chapel has been a
source of controversy among the Georgetown faithful.

Off-Campus Students

two neighbors to cause a problem,” Tosi

said. He said students encounter residents who suffer from “the NIMBY (Not

in My Backyard) syndrome. They want
the benefits of living around the university, but not the problems.”
The ANC has requested, additional
police protection in the area to alleviate

crime problems. DeVigne said that the
increased patrols are for safety reasons,
and that students need not be concerned
that they are under greater scrutiny. De-

said this could not

College

Democrat’s

executive

board say to freshmen at the SAC Fair,
‘‘hey we need your vote, because Brian
Jones is a Steward.”” The College
Democrats also solicited ‘‘phony
information’ about the Stewards during
Fair, according to Hudson.

‘“You can be a snake and still abide by
the constitution,””

ta Pear (S ES

93)

Jeff Rothschild (CAS '93)
Corey Shearer (CAS 93)

Vigne also said that students who don’t

Hudson

said.

‘‘But

‘when you’re a board member, you are
expected to act fairly.”” Hudson added.
Hudson and George also questioned
the voting procedure. The two said Jones
discredited its accountability because
the vote was disorganized, thus enabling
some members to vote more than once.

break the law wouldn’t be affected by it.
Many students are disturbed by the
possibility of more frequent incidents of
adjudication due to the new proposals.
Several students have stories of unreasonable neighbors who won’t communicate with students, which is one of the
ANC plan’s recommendations.

of the

th SAC

Protest ANC Restrictions
ANC, from p. 1
got so out of control that residents
thought they had to take more diligent
action.”
Charles Howard (CAS ’92) observed
that several of the local residents are
“very biased against us. They have a
picture in their mind of what the Georgetown student is.” He added that not all
neighbors shared this belief.
“I’ve noticed that it only takes one or

by Tracy Davis

Delancy

play into the SAC’s decision because the
charge was based on “total hearsay.”
Hudson said that he hedrd a member

George claimed that while the number
of ballots tallied totaled 63, there were

Luca Salvi (CAS *90)

“five or six less . . . names crossed off as
having voted.”
George added that the vote “wasn’t

Gerry Lawrence (SES

done

(Senior write-in)

“Students are going to have to go a
long way out of their way to make it

work,” said Howard. ‘I don’t know if
there is any plan that can do the job.”

very

carefully.

. . . Something

didn’t go right. In an election, which
[hinges] on one or two votes, there can’t
be any room for error.”

of the executive board members that . ..
the election was run properly and efficiently as possible.”
Executive board member Robert Reid
(SFS °91) said, “In light of the entire
situation, the election was put together
really, really quickly. However the election was fairly run.”
George said he agreed with Hurabiell
in her decisions concerning the club’s
constitution. His question concerning
the constitutionality of the amendment
procedure stemmed from the fact that
“|The College Democrats’] constitution
is so broad you could drive a truck
through it,” according to George.
Whereas the old constitution had required a petition of two-thirds of its entire paid membership to request a recall
election,

the amended

constitution

Hurabiell

al-

Delancy admitted that those who over-

“It’s just not fair that the club can issue

voting qualifications within the week of
the vote,” George said. The qualifications are not stipulated in the College

constitution,

nor do

they

said the SAC

encourages

clubs to set voting qualifications on its
members “so that elections aren’t stacked.” The College Democrats had been
“very, very liberal” in their qualifications, according to Hurabiell, allowing
members to vote in the election who had
joined the club as late as the day of the
meeting. But, Hurabiell added the
measure to deny voting rights to those
who joined at the meeting was “completely fair.”
Delancy said, “We try to give clubs as
much leeway as possible. The executive
board’s actions were justified because
there was a crisis among the College
Democrats.”
Hudson said that he had taken up the

lowed simply for two-thirds of the board
to request a recall vote. After passing the
amendment at its Sept. 11 meeting, the
executive board then voted to schedule
a recall vote for its Sept. 26 general
membership meeting.
Hudson and George also charged the
executive board had denied voting rights
to certain students who had joined the
College Democrats at the meeting in
which Jones was recalled.

saw the election did not have one official
list to verify who had voted. However,
he said, “there was a general consensus

Democrats’

subscribe to the SAC policy of open
membership for all of its clubs, George
added.

issue with the SAC on behalf of FUSE,

becuase ‘‘we saw something and we
cried foul.”” Hudson added that ‘‘we are
not defending Brian as a Steward, but as
a member of a minority, because as a
minority

we

have

to

look

after one

another. FUSE tries to protect the rights
of minorities.’
Hurabiell said that as the SAC cluster
representative, she will be working with ~~
the College Democrats in the future to
rewrite their constitution to make it
more

‘‘developed~and

specific.”

\
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The Georgetown Office of Adjudication and Conduct
has, by changing its policies regarding off-campus
students, succumbed to pressure from the Burleith
Citizen's Association. Whereas previously, off-campus
administrative

control,

now

and not subject to

Georgetown,

at

our

neighbors’ request, can adjudicate students for offcampus actions.
Georgetown has traditionally adjudicated students

for offenses within its property according to legal precedent, which allows the university to regulate its campus.

However,

the

overwhelming

majority

of

off-campus students are legal adults, and in the past,
the administration has chosen not to get involved with
off-campus matters.
Now the administration is adjudicating off-campus
students as if they resided on university property, for
offenses including noise, consumption of alcohol, and
even trash collection. Residents with complaints are
supposed to first, directly confront the offending stu-

America Needs Housing — Now
Long Term Developments are Needed to Ease the Plight of the Homeless
There is a housing crisis in our country

today. Any Georgetown student walking down M Street cannot ignore the
existence,

and

the

large

numbers,

of

homeless people today. Despite the obvious problem, misunderstanding surrounds the issue and nothing seems to
get done.
Homelessness is a social problem, and

there are drunkards

visible of the homeless,

the

ones against whom
immediate
prejudices are created. People don’t see
the hundreds of homeless families of

cent according to some

Office of Adjudication and Conduct,

who

can adjudi-

cate the students.
This is an insensitive, unproductive, and potentially
residence?

S Street?

Foxhall

Drive?

Arlington, Virginia? Hannibal, Missouri? In theory,
Georgetown is essentially agreeing to adjudicate students living in other states. In practice, students who
reside nearby will be harassed while those living further away will enjoy the constitutional freedoms to
which we have grown attached in this country.
Perhaps

most

disturbing is a provision outlined in

the Fall, 1989 edition of the Burleith Citizens’ Association Newsletter, in an article entitled, “Georgetown
University Bites the Bullet —

Sort Of.” Point 4 of the

“high points of [Director of Adjudication Laura] Minor’s
talk” reads:

GU has effected changes in its disciplinary code. Its
ability to discipline students has been strengthened,
and

infractions do not have

to be in violation of D.C.

law. [emphasis added]
By virtue of this decision, off-campus students may
well become victims of double jeopardy as they now are
essentially accountable to both the university and the

local police for off-campus actions.

Off-campus stu-

dents are legal adults, paying rent to live in individually-owned residences outside of the property lines of
Georgetown University. They are subject to the laws

outlined in D.C. Code, and no others. Georgetown's
administration, with its wealth of legal expertise, ought
to re-examine

closely its revised adjudication

policy.
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men, women and children.

an “off-campus”

appointed Off-campus Liaison Officer Meg Bird at the

ip

i ii

illegal solution to Town-Gown tensions. What defines

then call the police, and finally contact newly

1

In

iE 2 (HS

and crack addicts

roaming the streets. But these are simply
the most

;

re

it is the responsibility of the federal
government to end it.
Much of the misunderstanding of the
homeless stems from stereotypes. Sure,

One in every seven DC children lives
at or below the poverty level. Some of
these live in shelters like the Capital City
Inn, which are overcrowded and poorly
funded. And many live in basements or
back rooms of friends’ or relatives’
houses.
Many of the homeless; up to 30 per-

dents,

(Lt
i Wy

do work,

yet cannot

afford

a

place to live.
The average starting price of a home
or apartment in Washington, D.C. is
$200,000,

and it usually requires a 20

percent down payment. I pay $410 a
month for my Village B apartment
(times four roommates). Anyone working for $3.35 an hour has no chance of
meeting these costs.
Often a sudden illness or a fob
ott
renders one unable to pay his rent, and
therefore causes one to lose his home.
Many companies will not hire someone
without

a permanent

address,

contacts

and references. And most homeless
clearly don’t have these. Frustration and
depression are the obvious results of this
cycle.
Not all of the homeless are uneducated. I met aman near 27th and P streets
the other day who has an engineering
degree from Auburn University.
Another man I knew this summer at
Capitol Hill said he can make up to $150
a day panhandling, but was applying for
an accounting job at the Department of

7%

ii Lt hic2a
1

a

HS

ie

A

; J et :

studies, suffer

from mental disorders. There just aren’t
enough facilities to accommodate all
who need help.
A common retort to the homeless
epidemic is, “Why don’t they go get
jobs? They’re just being lazy, using up
welfare checks.” No response could be
more condescending. Homeless does
not mean unemployed. Many homeless
people

J LM: pe IY] 4
1

\

{)

ni

the Interior. As he told me, to live on the

streets is nothing to be proud of.
The problem of homelessness lies not
in the individual’s laziness or disinterest
or alcoholism, but in society’s indifference. Schools, housing projects,
parks and playgrounds in low income
areas have fallen into ruin, neglected by
local governments and overtaken by
drugs and violence. There are simply not
enough affordable, safe and clean places
for people to live.
In our competitive society, supreme

value is placed on the dollar. Private
developers wince at the notion of building low-income housing when they can

develop luxury condos for a huge profit.
And with decreasing government support for housing, the lack of affordable
housing grows ever more serious.

Congress spends billions of dollars
annually on the military, on the Savings
and

Loan

bailout,

and

on

U1

other

such

projects to retain a good image for the
country. Time and money are wasted on

ridiculous flag-burning bills, while
basic issues at home are ignored and
even covered up.
We've all heard of the HUD scandals,

the FHA losses. Extortion of public
funds, especially funds to help the
homeless, is a disgrace.

i

ksre \

SIRE

Aside from the front page scandal, ' isnot the answer. The government must
HUD has cut federal spending on hous- . build more low-income housing, by coning assistance programs from $32 bilverting vacant buildings or by managing
lion to $8 billion since 1981, with
new sites. And easier contract terms for
another cut of $4 billion expected.
residents must be created, so that the
Meanwhile, the number of Americans
process of paying for a home can in fact
without a home is expected to increase
be met.
from an already shocking 3 million to'a
Tomorrow, Saturday, October 7, is an
possible 18 million in the next 15 years.
excellent chance to begin. Housing
It is hard to look beyond all these
Now, a national coalition of various
numbers and averages to the real, hard
private and public organizations, is orfacts. Averages mean nothing to those
ganizing a national rally and march on
who don’t fit them. President Bush
the National Mall to pressure the
speaks of “a thousand points of light,” government into taking these steps that
and it is true Wwe must get to the “we 50 desperately need. Homeless men
grassroots level and individually assist
and women, along with Jesse Jackson
the needy. Yes, this will be an exceedand Mitch Snyder, will speak about the
ingly difficult and arduous task. Howproblems of living on the street and what
ever, we have to realize that there are no

‘can be done about homelessness. Let me

simple, sweeping solutions. Perhaps
local-level work is part of the answer,

involve itself in providing long term af-

urge you to join the expected 250,000 to
500,000 people from around the country
in this march and, even more, to volunteer and serve on these and other pressing issues.
We recognize the problem. Now, we
need to act on it.
/

fordable housing to solve this problem.
Continued funding of short-term
measures such as the McKinney Act,
which provides only emergency relief,
ignore the underlying issue — emergency funding for shelters and soup kitchens

Tim Nollen, a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences, is the Housing
Now coordinator for Georgetown
University.

but

it cannot

serve

as a cover-up

for

ignorance and lack of commitment on
the part of the federal government.
|
The federal government must directly

The first bright student who finds himself being sanctioned

by

should

the

march

university

down

for

to the

off-campus

nearest

infractions

branch

of the

A.C.L.U. for a quick chat.

Georgetown
shortage

students

of on-campus

are legal adults forced by a
housing

to live

off-campus.

Those off-campus are not accorded the benefits of
living within Georgetown’s walls: there is no DPS
protection, no security, no GERMS service, no regulated rent system. Yet the administration, which for
some reason has decided that the Burleith Citizen's
Association is too powerful to be ignored, has
STR

unilaterally decided to extend its powers even further

into student's lives, a move of dubious legality and
certainly an affront to our sensibilities. We are taught
to be adults, act like adults, work like adults, pay rent

and utilities like adults — let us be responsible to the
appropriate authorities, like adults.

‘Get With It’
I am writing to express my disgust
and anger at the cartoon printed in the
September 19 issue of The HOYA
which belittled Rep. Barney Frank.
First of all, it wasn’t even funny. It
was just plain stupid. Furthermore, it
was socially irresponsible. Printing a
cartoon which perpetuates the
stereotype that Gays are all sexual
perverts is the same as publishing a

cartoon that stereotypes blacks as
watermelon-eating idiots. I am sure
that The HOYA would never print
that kind of cartoon. People do not
choose to be gay anymore than they
choose to be black, so leave gay
people alone.
Get with it. We’re almost in the
twenty-first century now.
Jill Roese
Administrative Officer
Russian Area Studies Program

Sloan is All Wet
To the Editor:
I suppose that I should be grateful for
Eugene Sloan’s piece in the HOYA of
October 3rd on the recall of the Mapplethorpe exhibit from the Corcoran
Gallery. It showed me just how behind
the times I am at the ripe old age of
eighteen. When I was growing up, we
prayed before crucifixes; we didn’t immerse them in our urine.
I have no doubt that Robert Mapplethorpe is an exceptional photographer. However, it does not follow ipso

facto that everything that Mr. Mapplethorpe produces will be art.
Photograhy of tasteful nudes may
qualify as art; photography of objects
protruding from a man’s rectum never
does.Apparently Mr. Sloan has not yet
recognized this distinction.
By calling for the resignation of Cor-

Contrary

to what

Mr.

Sloan writes,

artists do not have a right to tax dollars.
The American public may not all be
afficianados of fine art, but we do know

what perversion is and photographs of
the image of Christ in urine definitely
qualify. If that be art, let the artist pay
for it.
One

can only hope that the HOYA

never establishes an art editor’s position,
and,

if it does,

Sloan

will

have

long

Board of Editors
Timothy Flynn, Editor-In-Chief
Karl Hente, Managing Editor

I am forced to come to the defense of
Sen. Helm’s with regard to Eugene
Sloan’s ‘ ‘Indecent Art’’ article.
I will be the first to admit that Sen.

is opposed

decent”

to so-called

or “obscene”

art

on

“in-

Congress ban such art. Nevertheless, I

Editors
Mike Carlowicz, News

at the thought

of such

Gene Wang, Sports

Johnson Ongking, Sports
Assistant Editors

cannot see how the government has any
right to appropriate public funds to support it. There are many people who are
horrified

. Karen Galazin, Entertainment Editor

Chris Brown, Senior Sports Editor John Toolan, Photo Editor
Nicole Wong, Associate Editor

grounds; however, in my opinion, it is

Sloan denies the right of the exhibit to
choose what it shall and what it shall not
display. The artistic license is not an all
-.encompassing, carte-blanche pass to exhibition in any gallery. That would be
equivalent to crying that every letter to
the HOYA has a right to be printed. Ms.
Orr-Cahall and the Corcoran made an
administrative decision which was totally within their rights.

Christina

Sara Jane McCaffrey, Viewpoint Editor

Ed Walters, Senior News Editor
Eugene Sloan, Features Editor

moral

wrong for the Senator to try to have

director,

artistic taste at all (I probably don’t), I
don’t want my tax money supporting
something that offends me personally. I
would never presume to tell Mr. Mapplethorpe that he cannot produce such
art. That is his constitutional right, and I

To the Editor:

Helms

would fight to ensure that such a right
exists. Even if I (or anyone else) finds
something offensive, there are many
people who do not, and they are entitled
to have access to it. It should not be at
public expense which is the thrust of the
Helms Amendment.
Jay Williams
SES ’92

that is my right, and even if I have no

departed this hallowed Hilltop.
Sean T. Keely
CAS ’93

Orr-Cahall,

coran

deficit. If I personally find Mr.
Mapplethorpe’s art offensive (and I do),

Becky Buckman, News
Justin Pearlman, Sports

con-

Diana Maier, News
.

Contributing Editors

troversial works as those of Mr. Mapplethorpe being subsidized by the
Federal Government. There are too

Moira Fitzgibbons
Lucie Melahn/Copy Editor

Nicholas Mack
Alex Niven
David Wehner

Chris Reid

many other things that public funds can

be used for, like reducing the budget

Graphics
Ann Thompson
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affairs were just that, off-campus,
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Entertainment
Youth Exhibits a Stroke of Genius
On the Hilltop
Louis Fantasia, a Georgetown
alumnus, will be performing a oneman musical comedy called

by Leyla Sharabi
Special to The HOYA

In the wake of the recent political and

Double Bass at the Black Box

Theater at 8 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow. The show promises to
be

a hit, and admission is free!

cultural chaos of China, an art exhibit

depicting hazy landscapes and peaceloving people may seem surprising and
perhaps ill-timed. Yet therein lies the
beauty and uniqueness of the Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery's latest exhibit, A Brush

In-

formation 687-7010.

At the Theater

of Innocence,

featuring

the

works

of

celebrated artist Wang Yani.
The

The Kennedy Center, New
Parkway, NW (416-8440)
A Few Good Men, a mystery of
murder and military cover-up, has
its world premiere this month for a

Courtesy of the National Gallery of Art

The Silver Screen
An Innocent Man, K-B Cerberus, 3040 M St., NW (337-1311)

. Opening today and starring
Selleck, this feature is about
convicted of a crime he did not
commit.
Lethal Weapon II, K-B
Foundry, 1055 Thomas Jefferson

St., NW (337-0094). For everyone
who loved him in Lethal Weapon,
Mel Gibson is back for a sequel!
This action-packed adventure was

us
Oron
he

1at

The Frans Hals Exhibit opened
last week and features retrospective
portraits from the Dutch Master. It
is an exhibit that truly must not be
‘missed.

Fom_
a'm

‘determinéd to find justice when

ng

deft

fourteen years old. Further, the bulk of

October 15th at the Opera House.

for
the
act

and

her exhibited works were completed between the ages of four and eleven. Her
youth, combined with her immense
talent, results in landscapes and subjects
brimming with life and vigor.
The paintings are divided into two
sections. The first features colorful
watercolorings of wildlife, painted with
such strong vitality that the animals
seem to. be lying in wait, waiting to
spring on the unsuspecting viewer. The
second group concentrates on scenes of
Yang’s rural home in Gongcheng, allowing the viewer to escape the pouncing animals and relax amidst serene
country villages.
Yani’s paintings are of traditional
Chinese style and fall into a particular
category called xieyi, or “idea writing.”
She paints her subjects quickly as they

Performances tonight and tomor=
irow at 8 p.m. Tickets $26-45.

ing

colors,

7:30 p.m. today and tomorrow at
the Eisenhower Theater. Hurry!

on-

muted

‘scant four weeks. Performances at

The show is en route to Broadway!
Tickets $24.50-39.50.
» ad
The Joffrey Ballet will be on™’
‘their toes in Washington now; thru

ust

soft,

brushstrokes mark the mastery of an artist who has complete control over her
palette. But the simple subjects and
refreshing innocence of the works belie
the artist’s age: Wang Yani is a mere

Hampshire Ave. at Rock Creek!

a summer smash and can still be
_ seen for a limited time.

‘The Night Is Young
‘The Bayou, 3135 K St., NW

come

(333-2897)
Tonight the power rock band
Mirror Mirror will be performing
for all those Hoyas who are also
closet heavy metal fans. $12 cover
charge.

fine

~All About Town |

Gallery Goings-On
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza, 200

Glen Echo Gallery 7300 McArthur Blvd., Glen Echo, Md.
From today until Oct. 2S the
National Park Service is presenting
an exhibition of handmade “mail
art” and commercial postcards
dating back to the turn of the cen-

tury . . . Wish you were here? For
|: info call 588-3634.
TheNational Gallery o1iatt

_ Constitution
Ave, at oth St.

s T3742) tive

ot

o

into her mind, without unneces-

sary concern for fussy detail. In this way
Yani intuitively produces paintings of

Army-Navy Dr., Arlington, Va.
Tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. there
will be a Benefit Celebrity Art Auction, featuring collectable items

balance

and

composition,

made

even more impressive by her age.
Most noteworthy are the animals she
paints. When very young, Yani had
spent a great deal of time observing

age. Whereas the animals are whimsical

and provide a fascinating glimpse into a

with them shines forth in her paintings.
She portrays them often, and has succinctly captured the subtleties of their

waters, the mountains,

There is a realistic touch in the
monkeys’ sleek forms; this is further

Meryl Streep, Tom Selleck and
many other stars. How would you
like to be the proud owner of a pair
~ofiPge;Wee Herman's boxers? No
joke, The proceeds go to the
Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes. Tickets $7.50.

The series of works depicting Yani’s
hometown show a growth in both ability
and maturity; one is not surprised to find
that she painted these at a slightly later

monkeys at the zoo, and her fascination

movements, gestures, and expressions.

from Debra Winger, Bob Hope,

Courtesy of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery

Fourteen year-old Wang Yani paints with quick brushstrokes and vibrant colors.

evident in some of the less exotic, but no
less realistic household animals Yani

has portrayed, such as dogs and cats.
These achievements demonstrate an ar-

tistic expression and piercing perception
rarely found in an artist of such a young
age.

child’s imagination, the scenes of the
and the village

houses depicted in traditional Chinese
style exemplify her sharpened genius.
Though actual views of Gongcheng,
these paintings may also be appreciated
for the impressionistic effects created by
the blurry forms of the landscape and the
soft, puddled use of colors. It is through
the clever use of varying hues that Yani
reveals different seasons and times of
day.
f

ly recognized his daughter’s talent and

potential, and helped to foster it in her
surrounding environment. Hoping that
her talent would blossom into a style all
its own, he attempted to isolate her from
other paintings. The result is utterly
charming: although she works within
the Chinese tradition (as do all the
country’s artists), her paintings retain an
original reflection of her youthful brilliance.
Knowledge

of Yani’s

talent

first

began to spread in China when, at the
age of four, she was invited to Shanghai
to paint for twenty elderly masters.
These artists were so impressed by her
work that they arranged a one-person
show iforher:”
“/ 15078 120:
3iipy

Yani’s father, an artist himself; quick-

Bythe;time she wassix; Yani’ sreputas , ,

tion had become firmly established in
the Chinese artistic realm through exhibitions of her work in Beijing,
Guangzhou, and Hong Kong. Already
she has had exhibitions in Japan, Great

Britain, and West Germany.
Yani’s paintings, aesthetically pleasing and artistically impressive, are also
an unusual reflection of the perceptions
of a fresh mind. Yani relies on the colorful scenes of her natural, pretty surroundings in Gongcheng to provide
subjects for her paintings, integrating
them with a flourish that could only
gome from a child.
Her present show, The Brush of Innocence, will remain at the Sackler until

October 22. thenproceed to Kansas Cit

and San Erangisco. ev

~~ tivities
bain

at

8
n
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WHERE PEOPLE
MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE...

Invites all interested Seniors to attend
an informational meeting on the twoFinancial
year
Analyst
Program.
Please join members
of the Firm

Tuesday, October 1711 from 7 to 9 p.m.
p.m. in the Leavey Center Ballroom
a
presentation on the
available in Goldman

. . . People like these 1989 Georgetown University graduates who have joined
Arthur Andersen & Co. offices:

for

AUDIT/TAX

opportunities
Sachs’

Chicago
Carol M. Hartigan

Invest-

ment Banking Division.
Goldman Sachs will be at the Center
for Career Planning and Placement
for a closed interviewing schedule Fri-

day, February 2, 1990 Interested Se-

niors from all academic disciplines
are encouraged to participate.

Goldman
achs

Los Angeles
Kathleen L. Westbrook

Washington, DC
Gregg Colon
John S. Creevy
Kevin M. Cunningham
Kimberly A. Kuryea
- M. Yvette Wilson

Houston

Mary E. Bogue

These eight individuals increase the total Georgetown alumni within our firm to
106.
The Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization provides professional services in
accounting and audit, tax, and management information consulting to large
multinational organizations in industries such as banking, manufacturing, retailing and government, as well as medium- and small-sized companies in these and
many other industries.
There are great opportunities waiting for you in Washington, D.C. and all of our
U.S. offices. We will be on campus October 10,1989 to interview December and May
accounting graduates interested in our Accounting and Tax Practices.

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN

Boo
Doo

[-

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Entertainment
| Commuter

‘Dream’ Suppresses Yawns

"ACROSS

by Steve Mazur
Special to The HOYA

was,

in

vide laughter as well as serve as a catharsis. The crux of the plot, that love
triumphs over all, is enhanced, not
soiled, by the lighthearted atmosphere

and jokes.
The wonderful performances are
numerous. The impish Puck, played exceptionally by Marissa Copeland, becomes a mischievously endearing asset

to the production. Although the role of
Puck is customarily meted out to male
actors, Copeland handled herself admirably, displaying the agility and
humor needed for this intense role.

Tom Herwitt proved more than adequate as Oberon, king of the fairies. A
wide range of emotions is required for
this role, from the menacing jealousy of
a despot to the gentle murmurings of a
lover. Herwitt managed to fluctuate admirably between anger and love, making

the king a sympathetic and genuine persona.

Bill

Mondy’s

Moffin’s

Lysander

Demetrius

were

and Neil

exceptional,

displaying a realistic jealousy between
the two rivals. This undercurrent of
emotion, which pulsated throughout the
show, heightened both the intensity of
the drama and the authenticity of the
performance.
The raucous antics of the troop of
bumbling fools provided comic relief.
The actors appeared to be enjoying
themselves immensely, delighting in the

audience’s laughter as mishap followed
mishap. Most oustanding was the duo of
Tom Snout (William Pitts) and Nick
Bottom (Stanley Anderson), who
proved why the Old Bard is immortal.
Their play within a play puts any Mel
Brooks film to shame.
Ciulei holds a genuine and sincere
respect for Shakespeare’s works, which
shines forth in the sterling quality of his
directing. With the additional help of
moving

performances

and

beautiful

music - composed by Philip Glass - this
production of A Midsummer Night's
Dream delivers a spring fantasy in the
bleak autumn twilight.

GRE
LSAT

PATIENTS

WANTED

an eyedrop on contact
lens induced conjunctivitis.

Contact:
Jane Blackman, M.D.
Fox Hall Square,
296-2510,
8:30 - 5:00, M-F

Largest Selection of
Alpin

Activewear and Official

University Sweats

x YIILAYN
x DIN

* 3269 M Street, NW. 337-6666

* SKIDZ * KEDS * USED * EDWIN

GUESS?

* HOTDOGGER

— Scholar
Dollars to —

28

Articles

B30
31
B32
B85
B36

Solitary
lll-mannered
Write down
Collections
Hews

B37

Acclaim

38 Garden
B89

Ladd

40

Lady

1
2

after a caustic comment like the ones
you mentioned, you can educate the
tormentor with information about the
glories of the Pine Barrens and As-

3
4
5
6

Dear Moira:
Do people really send in those letters, or do you make them up yourself?
- A Senior Skeptic

Dear Skeptic:
Well,

first of all, I'm

glad

you

asked Moira. This question seems to

role

3

80

©1989 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved

41 Chairs
42 Forty-—
43 List
46 Takes offense
47 Counting
blessings
0 Exclude
3 Short jacket
4 — cologne
5 Game on
horseback
6 Rug style
7 Beach sight
8 Some bills
9 Foxy
0 Endure
1 Restless

den State on hand at all times, so that

bury Park.

tool

DOWN
Hourglass
stuff
Gets a serve
past
Appoggiatura
Slippery fish
Slits
Reminders of
a workout

7 Comic Idle
8 Hook-up
9 Relative
values
10 “— flowing
with milk...”
11 Flat finish
14 Sadden
16 Loch —
21 Quote
22 Electrical
units
24 Hurries
26 Sprint
27 Butterine
28 Fetters
29

Record

31

Shoot the
breeze
Fleming's spy
Mr. Sharif
Some bills
Used a credit
card
Affectionate
Perceived
Brief sleep

32
33
34
36
37
39
40

41 Tight-fisted
42 Most pleasant
43 Hwys.
44 Cusswords
45 Swedish toast
46 Fashions

crop up wherever I go, and of course
the answer is yes, they are bona fide
letters written by bona fide students.
I have enough trouble facing the

48 Isr. king
49 Salad fish
51 Give — up
(assist)
52 Optimistic
55 US poet

letters from people in class, or they

are dropped off at the HOYA office
in 421 Leavey. Now that you know
it’s not a big sham, I encourage you

problems I do have without making

to write me a letter about one of your

other ones up for myself. I get the

real problems!

eH STEERER

f Jose

RIN

SdSi

fi

on aEN Asis,
AUN,

f 7sSCREENS A NIGHT OF NEWi movies AND MUSIC
MUSIC TELEVISION"

Now all he has to do
is find himself the perfect daddy.

XJHIAY

Activewear For Active People

Indians

25
26

He's got John Travolta’s smile. Kirstie Alleys eves.

+

F GEORGETOWN

of dis-

23

*

x HLINS "9°3 x IDIIHVAYD

* NAUTICA
E.G. SMITH

P

LAYERS

forms

and

others

He's hip, hes slick and he's only 3 months old.

x ANYEHI9

Georgetown

vicious

crimination on campus.
Georgetown students who happen to be
from the Garden State are forced to
endure all kinds of oppression, often
resulting in irreparable psychological damage.
What can be done? On an individual level, you must start standing up for yourself and your state.
Have pamphlets glorifying the Gar-

3A

Five weeks study to
evaluate the effectiveness of

EET
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FREE SNEAK PREVIEW
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WEST END THEATRE
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recognizes

Dear Moira:
I get picked on ’cause I’m from
Jersey.
What’s with this “What
Exit” stuff? I came here to expand my
horizons as an individual and all
people ask me is directions to the
nearest Exxon. I don’t know where
people from Boise get off making fun
of my state. I'm also sick of toxic
waste jokes. Every state has its wastes, and the slimy oil on Alaska’s
beaches is just as gross as the syringes on ours. How do I cope with the
harassment?
- Jersey and Me, Perfect Together
Dear Me:
Well, first of all, I'm glad you
asked Moira. Your voice is the first
to cry out against one of the most

awa

Oberon (Tom Hewitt) mesmerizes Titania (Tana Hicken).
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Four young lovers flee to a forest one
night to seek refuge from the constraints
of 16th century Italy. But they accidentally stumble into a mystical wood,
where fairies frolic and toy with humans
for amusement. It is the world of
Oberon’s jealousy, of Titania's infatuation for a donkey, and of course, of the
inimitable Puck.
Yes, you know it, you studied it: A
Midsummer Night's Dream. The classic
romantic comedy is alive and well and
currently playing at Washington’s
Arena Stage through the end of October.
- The average Joe Hoya, weary from a
liberal arts course load, might shy away
from an evening of more culture, complacent in his high school study of the
Old Bard. But wait — this production of
A Midsummer Night's Dream is much
more than just another play. The bold
and daring direction of the worldrenowned Liviu Ciulei has added a new
insight and sparkle to the old classic,
providing a fresh perspective that is
guaranteed to both amuse and enchant
even the bleary-eyed, overburdened student.
Ciulei has asserted that, “There isn’t a
modern writer today who can write
about [love and sexual scenes] in a more
~ modern way than Shakespeare does.”
This conviction is clearly evident in all
aspects of his production, from the
actors’ intonations to the blocking of the
characters. Forget any notion of stuffy
old men endlessly prattling on about
battles and history: this is the stuff soap
operas are made of, and Ciulei cashes in
on this unabashedly.
The result is a thoroughly modern
adaption of the A Midsummer Night's
Dream. The audience relishes the abundance of puns and jokes which are not
merely emphasized, but treated as pivotal aspects of the play. Bawdy jokes and
»sexual innuendos abound, drawing
laughs from the crowd.
Yet Cuilei manages to evoke true
humor from the Bard’s immortal words,
not merely cheap guffaws. He clearly

[CHAMPION
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Sports
Hoyas

Hoyas Take Five Games
To Edge Out VMU

Continue
Success

VOLLEYBALL, from p. 8
nerable to mistakes, and it gives us a
chance to refocus and regroup.”
Freshman

. Jamie Ribman played number two
6-0, 6-1. The team’s captain, Kirk Hag-

gerty, played in the third singles slot and
cruised to a 6-2, 6-2 victory. At fourth

TJ Leverte battled

the:Mountaineers” George Amoss, winning in straight sets 6-3,7-5.
Sophomore Joe Wang dropped his
first set, but did not succumb. CharacPhoto by James Mangan

teristic of the Hoyas all season, Wang
pulled out the day’s tightest match 3-6,
6-4, 7-5. At the final singles position,
Brian Keeffe put away Miguel Porto in

success. The team captured the Big East

their perfect record to 6-0 on the season.
Ribman was successful at number one

thanks in great part to their improved
doubles play. The Hoyas have not
dropped more than one doubles match in

their opponents 6-2, 6-2. Steve Fishbach
teamed with Ribman at number two
doubles and the combination struggled
in the first set, but pulled the win out in
a tie-breaker. The tandem took over in

any contest

the second set and won easily, 6-2. It was

Peter Martin played in the number four

time

this fall, and they continued

slot and had to contend with Howard’s
Cedric “Bone” Crear. Martin was able to

then up to Keeffe and Wang to complete
the sweep. They came through, combining on a 6-2, 7-5 win.
With a 7-2 victory over Howard

Georgetown doubles teams at the number one spot. They quickly disposed of

for the first

tallied a

defeat Crear 7-6, 6-3.

The team is now preparing for the
upcoming GU Invitational Tournament,
which will be played this weekend.

University Thursday, the Hoyas upped

Before the last two matches, head coach
Rich Bausch said, “Victories over

singles, winning in three sets, 2-6, 7-6,

Mount Saint Mary’s and Howard
University will be important confidence
builders going into our tournament.”

6-3. Keeffe also won handily in his fifth
flight singles

match,

6-1,

6-1.

Senior

Tough GU Defense Forces Consecutive Shutouts

says. “It’s just such a difference now. . .

I think that making the Big East last year
was a turning point [for the Georgetown
soccer program].”

FIELD HOCKEY, from p. 8
left in the half to give the Hoya’s a 2-0
lead. Georgetown then struck twice

Three
an asstrike
assist

season, according to Landis. The Hoyas
did not allow the Gophers a single shot
on goal while Mt. St. Mary’s only

from sophomore Sherri Miles to cap the

But perhaps the team’s most impressive
defensive display was against the
University of Maryland. Although they
lost, the Hoyas held the seventh ranked

put the field hockey team up 1-0.
minutes later, Slocum scored off
sist from Uebler. Slocum would
again in the second half off an

within the next three minutes. Middleton scored and then fed junior Liza
Fox to give the team a 4-0 lead. The final

3-0 victory.

goal of the game came in the second half
as Fox picked up her second score of the
goalie

Plunkett picked up one save and her

Kathleen

second career shutout. Heuven

said, [I

Plunkett picked up her first collegiate

was] pleased by the scoring and going to

shutout.
In Wednesday’s game, the Hoyas
faced a tougher game against Mount St.

the goal with a consistent
offensive mind set.”

HOYA
Classifieds
—Loving

cedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885, ext.

A4304.
ATTENTION—government homes
from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax
property. Repossessions. Call 1-602838-8885, ext. GH4304.
A FREE GIFT just for calling plus
raise up to $1,700.00 in only 10
days!! Students groups, fraternities
and sororities needed for marketing

childless

project on campus. For details plus a
FREE

Birth mother, are

you considering adoption? We are an
extremely

loving,

childless

strong

Michael (703) 385-4488
ATTENTION—government Seized
vehicles from $100. Fords, Mer-

couple seeking to adopt. Will pay
medical and legal expenses. Call
John and Karen collect (301)946© 6492.
" ATTENTION
— HIRING!!
Government jobs-your area..
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838© 8885 Ext.R 4304

ADOPTION—

and

“Scoring goals is key, and were finally doing that,” Uebler said in agreement:
The team has played solid defense all

Mary’s, but the result was the same. A
corner shot by Arbab 4:26 into the game

"ADOPTION

and Amy Callow, and sophomore Kim
Short have been key coming off the
bench. »

couple

' seeking to adopt an infant. We can
help you with medical and legal expenses. Call collect: Maurcen &

GIFT,

group

officers

call

1-

800-950-8472, ext. 30.
ADOPTION — Happily married
couple unable to have children wants
to adopt a baby. We can offer a loving
home and financial security. Medical

free
delivery!

managed

team

seven

in the nation to only three goals

(compared with last year’s 8-0 loss), the
last coming with less than thirty seconds
left in the game. Plunkett had a career
high 23 saves.
The field hockey team faces stiff competition in the weeks ahead. Today the

will make it to the first annual Big East
Tournament.

The

tournament

will be

held in Boston, Ma. “We have a tougher
schedule ahead,” said Landis. “But the
team is capable of much more, and I

hope they know that.”

Georgetown hair salon needs models

and legal expenses paid; Please call
“ Pan:andsLynne eollectat €103). 549;

for its'advanced training.workshops
Tuesday Evenings. Call Bogart Inc.
338-6806.
ARE YOU FROM MALAYSIA,

“5950. If ‘no: answer;.please leave a.
message.
CIPRA INTERNSHIPS - Now
available for spring 1990 - in

Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, The

refugee assistance, in
or Latin America, or

Phillippines, Brunei?? A Rare and
unique opportunity awaits you, your

teach English in China. For credit,
paid positions, both grads and undergrads. Call 687-7032.
GREAT HAIR CUTS FREE!! Top

family and friends in your country.

development,
Asia, Africa,

a splint during games, but neither that

start his own business, possibly import-

nor a turf burn scar next to his eye suffered from this year’s St. John’s game
has prevented him from playing.
Call it habit. Hoffmann’s father was a

ing athletic equipment and supplies.

You begin the action right here in the
U.S. Contact Mr. Lucas/Ms. Hodgon
weekdays, 11a.m.-2p.m. 364-5729

“Andy’s greatest asset is probably his

EE
Student & Youth Fares
———to

from New York on Scheduled Airlines!
DESTINATIONS
OW | RT
LONDON
$175 ($350
PARIS
215| 415
BRUSSELS
195| 370
ROME
275| 550
STOCKHOLM/0SLO
250| 460
COPENHAGEN
250] 460
ZURICH
215] 405
FRANKFURT
215| 410
MADRID
235] 450

plans to get involved in the import-export business. He wants to eventually
Hoffmann

remains

would allow me to work and play,” he

says.
“I definitely want to play after school.
IfI get away from soccer for more than
a few weeks, I get itchy. I have to play.”

SIN
S&FACULTY

$10 custom/immigration fee
CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL FARES TO THE
SO. PACIFIC, AUSTRALIA, SO. AMERICA
Eurail and Eurail Youth Passes available immediately

1-800-777-0112
212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
I

oo

HONGKONG
Taxes not included.Restrictions
apply.One way fares available.Eurail
Passes issued on the spot!
Int'l Student/Teacher ID's.
FREE Student Travel Catalog!!

CouncilTravel

17 E. 45th St., Suite 805, New York, NY 10017
Part of the worldwide STA Travel Network

1210 Potomac St, NW.
Washin ey D.C. 90007
337 -6464
ny
’

Co

DOVE AND RAINBOW

|[

EECA

\ ||

Fresh Dough Pizza
|
|

7 eaturing

ol aLi

though,

L. Add on fares from.Bostan, Washington, Chicago.
Pittsburgh and other U.S. cities. Plus $3 dep. tax

Live Music Every Semrday Night
From
9:00 P.M. until glosing

oe

unsure,

whether he wants to play professionally
or not. “I don’t think I would pursue it
[professional soccer] as a full time thing,
but I’d be interested in a league that

| Quigley’ s Midtown o

of SE

=

Tuesday & Friday Night
Half Price Pizza
(on premises after 5 p.m.)

I
|
|

on 26th St. at Penn. Ave., NW 466-3848

10% OFF any pizza with GU I.D.

talent!!!!
825 I Street, N.W.
Half a block from
Farragut Square

=NTO

The remainder of the season is crucial,
as it will determine whether the team

Off the field, Hoffmann, a Marketing
the School of Business Administration,

team by the time he was twelve. He has

win,” said Arbab. “Our scoring is giving
us the confidence we need to win big
games. We’re going to come out strong
and confident.”

shots the entire game.

getown.”

Dillow as the team’s leading scorer
despite missing the carly part of the
season with a wrist injury. He still wears

and kick the ball around when he was
four. He played on his first team when
he was eight, and was on a traveling

team travels to Pennsylvania to face
Loyola College. “We're due for a big

quickness and acceleration,” > says
Tabatznik. “In this respect I think he is
the best player we’ve ever had at Georand International Management major in

had time to hone his talents.

Freshman

been excellent. Seniors Jessica Ackroyd

This year, Hoffmann is tied with Tom

soccer coach, and his son would go out

Georgetown Field Hockey Team Is Impressive in Defeating Goucher, Mount St. Mary’s College

game.

“We are very comfortable with the
play of our starters. The bench play has

Injury Doesn’t Prevent
Hoffmann From Scoring
SOCCER, from p. 8

this doniination against the Mountaineers.
Haggerty and Leverte anchored the

| This season the Georgetown doubles
tandems have been the key to the team’s
crown

She said she is encouraged by the fact
that despite late starts, the Hoyas have
won several five-game matches.

The Georgetown University men’s tennis team has won 18 consecutive matches over two seasons.

straight sets, 6-4, 6-2.

Tournament

Kollman

assists.
Toribio-Straka stated that the team is
“on schedule of where we’d like to be.”

singles and breezed past his opponent

flight singles, GU’s

Simone

hitting percentage of .226 on 10 kills in
23 atiempts and senior Casey Bradley
was once again instrumental with 36

TENNIS, from p. 7
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SUSHI, SANDWICHES

& MORE

333-8661

ONLY. ..

&
VIDEO
342-1106
+ ORDERS OF $150r MORE

to earn money and help
fellow students!

Qualified tutors needed in all
academic areas especially:
-

*

OF GEORGETOWN

Accounting, Core Business Courses,
Core Nursing courses, German,

Physics, Intro. to Philosophy,
Russian, French, Spanish.

Washington's specialist for classics,
foreign films and the best of American cinema.
1653 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W,
(between Q & Reservoir Rd.)

342-1106

FREE PARKING

paid reasonable
hourly rate by CMSA. Applications
are available in B-17 Copley.
Tutors will be

(VT
Want a touchdown on the SAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or other
admissions exams? Then call the team with the best scoring
record in the league—Stanley H. Kaplan.

1,01 0

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER ETD.

® Over

| million students have trusted

Kaplan with their futures.

ik
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Field Hockey

Tennis

Hoyas

Hoyas Dig Hole,

Win 18

Bury Gophers

Straight

Special to The HOYA

Yvonne

The men’s tennis team won its 18th

from

Mt.

St.

Georgetown squad, who dropped just
two sets during the contest. Senior Greg
Belzberg was one team member that
surrendered the first set of his singles

of the

field hockey team won their second and

third straight games, defeating the
Goucher Gophers 5-0 Monday and
Mount Saint Mary’s College 3-0 Wednesday.
The field hockey team (4-4), led by
senior co-captains Lily Arbab and Julie

match, 6-4. But the number one singles

player came back strong and routed his
See TENNIS, p. 7

coach

into this week with a 3-1 victory over
Longwood College.
“We have a very good team this year,”
said Landis. <‘A few more good wins and
we can turn this season around.” Her
words came to fruition this week as the

Mary’s were easy prey Tuesday for the

opponent in the final two sets, 6-2, 6-1.

head

University of Maryland, the Hoyas came

consecutive match Thursday afternoon,
defeating Howard University, 7-2. The
Hoya’s blanked Mount Saint Mary's,
9-0, earlier in the week.

Mountaineers

Landis,

Georgetown field hockey team, was
feeling optimistic. After suffering tough
losses in the beginning of the season to
such teams as Boston College and the

by Jason Levien
HOYA Staff Writer

. The

Uebler,

by Andrew Kim

Photo by John Toolan

The field hockey team shut out two opponents, Mount St. Mary’s and Goucher, this week to raise its record to 4-4.

has outscored

their last three

opponents 11-1. “The offensive goal
production was something lacking at the
beginning of the season,” said assistant
coach Anne “Piep” Van Heuven. This
lack of scoring was evident in two tough
losses at the beginning of the season.
The Hoyas lost to Boston College 2-0
and then to Bucknell 1-0. “[ Those] two
games were very close fought, but we
weren’t able to put the ball in the goal,”
said Van Heuven.
The team’s fortunes were reversed last
week. In Monday’s game, the field
hockey team dominated play, keeping
the ball in Goucher territory for the
majority of the game. The Hoyas first
struck 5:10 into the game as junior
Alexis Slocum scored off an assist from
sophomore Kristi Middleton.
:
Slocum scored once again with 25:14
See FIELDHOCKEY, p. 7

Football

GU Stalks Peacocks Looking for First Win
and Marshall or the Dickinson people,”
said Glacken. “However, they are a foot-

HOYA Sports Editor

ball team. They have 60 men out for the

"No one likes losing, especially if in
recent years one has grown accustomed
~ to success. The Georgetown football
~ team was 3-1 at this stage last year and
aiming for an East Coast Athletic Con-

ference playoff birth. In 1989, the Hoyas
are winless, and will be searching for
“their first victory tomorrow against St.
Peter’s College in Jersey City, NJ.

team, [and] . . . they have to be
respected.”
One test which will face the Hoyas
will be whether or not the defense can
rebound from Saturday’s blowout at the
hands of Franklin and Marshall. The
Diplomats scored 34 points against the

the game against the Peacocks. It’s that

St. Peter’s (0-1) is actually going to
show up to play. Last season’s

players and wonder whether you're

scheduled matchup between the two
squads was cancelled because the
could

not

field

enough

players.
“They [St. Peter’s] actually ran out of
personnel,”

said

head

coach

Scotty

Glacken. “I think at the beginning of the
year they only had 35 people on the
team. This year they have 60, and they
don’t have any problem [fielding a
team].”
.
As for the talent of this season’s
~ Peacock team, Glacken said the team is

not in the same class as some of GU’s
tougher opponents.
“I think when you compare St. Peter’s
to the last two weeks, certainly they are
not in the same category as the Franklin

GU Survives Rams,
Raises Record to 14-8

Hoya defense, the most GU has allowed

this season.
“[I’'m] concerned, not worried.
Anytime you have a game like that, you

There is, however, a unique twist to

Volleyball

look at yourself and you look at your

doing the right thing or not,” said defensive coordinator Jay Calabrese. “[But]
I’m very optimistic that we can get back
on track.”
“[ This game is] a turning point in the
season [now] and for the next few
years,” said quarterback Craig DeGruchy. “If we go the rest of the season
4-2 or 6-0, it sets the tone for next year.”
If the Hoyas expect to win, they must

generate more offense than in their first
four games. Georgetown will look to
DeGruchy to continue his excellent
play, but according to the Hoya quarterback, he will not be the focus on offense.

“We'll be in our regular game plan
[against St. Peter’s]. Look for [tailback]
J.J. [Williams] to have a big day,” said

HOYA Staff Writer

Photo by John Toolan

Coach Scotty Glacken’s football team is looking for its first win of the year.
DeGruchy.
Despite the Hoyas’ troubles generating points, Glacken said he remains confident that the Hoyas will score big
against St. Peter’s.
“I would like to think that our offense
is going to do much, much better this
weekend,” said Glacken. “ . . . I think

that we do have a chance to score more

Soccer
Hoffmann

I

The Hoyas avoided their usual slug-

take

gish start by taking the first game, 15-11,
but promptly dropped the second game,

“what the Peacocks give him, whether
that means going to the air with DeGruchy or utilizing Williams more in the
rushing attack.
>

show up at all Tuesday night. We
could’ve easily beaten them [VCU] in
three and worked on other things as

concerned,

Glacken

said

he will

So far, 1989 has proven to be an

amazing year for the Chicago Cubs
and their die-hard fans.
No one expected this eclectic
group of baseball players to do
much of anything this season. If
someone had told me at the beginning of the year that Jerome Walton and Dwight Smith would be
Rookie of the Year candidates,

Mike Bielecki (yes, Mike Bielecki)

by Andrew Billig
HOYA Staff Writer

Georgetown soccer coach KeithTabatznik has to appreciate the value of
letter-writing. One letter he wrote four
years ago helped produce the leading
scorer in Georgetown history, the team’s

15-5. Toribio-Straka

said, “We

didn’t

.

* this. It made us realize that we are vul-

See VOLLEYBALL, p. 7

as the first regional ranking in the
school’s soccer history.
Andy Hoffmann, the team senior cocaptain who broke the old school scoring record in last week’s game against

have laughed aloud. The fact that
the Cubs would come from
nowhere to dominate the National
League East this year is what
makes this season so surprising and

figured it out either. For me, life
was, and still is the Cubs on the

refreshing.

The winds of Cubs fortune
changed in 1981 when the Tribune

tube and my favorite beverage in
my hand.

that the Cubs could not do anything

Company bought the Cubs from

the miserly Wrigley family. After
the acquisition I started to hope
that the Cubs could become a contender for first place instead of a

Thus, it came to pass that I was

weaned on the Chicago Cubs.
Growing up with the Cubs in the
1970’s and for most of the 1980s
meant not only watching baseball,
but watching tremendously BAD
baseball. The list of untalented
players (Steve Ontiveros, Chuck

Andy Hoffmann is now the all-time leading scorer in GU soccer history.
appearance. Even Hoffmann is amazea
In 1988, he was also named to the Big
at the pace of the program’s developEast All-Tournament Team and the allment.
South Atlantic Team by the National
“It’s unbelievable how the team has
Collegiate Soccer Association (NCSA),
progressed the last three years and the
in the process leading the Hoyas to a Big
East record ten shutouts, the team’s best
half of the season so far this year,” he
See SOCCER, p. 7
;
winning percentage and first postseason

honestly say that I have never

pleasantly surprising is indeed wellfounded. I grew up in Wheaton,
metropolitan area. Being the last of
five children, my mother decided
that the best way to keep me occupied and out of trouble was to
plop me in front of our old TV.

Photo by John Toolan

The strange part about it is that I
loved every minute of the agony.
Even stranger, I think all other
Cubs fans loved the agony as much
as I did. Every summer I made the
conscious choice to stay inside
during the most beautiful days and
forego swimming in my backyard
pool (which was one of the few in
town) to watch the Cubs squander
leads and make errors. My mother
never figured it out, and I can

I11., a suburb in the Chicago

St. John’s, did not have Georgetown in

Savor the Moment

would be 18-7, and Ryne Sandberg
would hit 30 homeruns, I would

The notion held by Cubs fans

first Big East tournament berth, as well

Big East in assists and won the team’s

this weekend.

hate to make that prediction, but... I’d
be very disappointed if we don’t.”
As far as Georgetown’s game plan is

Cubs’ Fans:

Senior Is All-Time
Leading Scorer

vote for Offensive Player of the Year for
the second time.

than two touchdowns

Excluding the first tournament of the
season, the Georgetown volleyball team
is 14-4 (14-8 overall), and quickly improving. But despite the Hoyas’ victory
over Virginia Commonwealth (VCU)
Tuesday, coach Nila Toribio-Straka
said she is not pleased with the team’s
consistency.

o

Georgetown resurfaced in the third
game, winning 15-8, before VCU rallied
to take the fourth game, 15-11. “VCU
played well,” said Toribio-Straka. “It
might have been that we weren’t used to
their slow style of play. We ve also been
trying to implement a new attacking
scheme.”
Despite suffering numerous serving
and receiving errors, the Hoyas overcame their mistakes to win the final
game, 15-13.
“It was a learning experience,” said
the coach. “During the course of any
season, you're bound to have games like

JIM STRENSKI

Keeps on
Scoring

his list of prospective colleges until he
received a letter from Tabatznik the fall
of his senior year in Manalapan High in
New Jersey.
“My interest in Georgetown was not
sparked until Keith [Tabatznik] contacted me,” says Hoffmann. “I had not
even thought of applying here. I was
thinking of applying to Vermont, William and Mary, Richmond and G.W.
[George Washington].”
The team felt Hoffmann’s impact right
away. He led the Hoyas in scoring his
freshman year and was named the
‘team’s Offensive Player of the Year as
well as Rookie of the Year. He was the
team’s leading scorer again the following year, and although he lost that honor
to David Barron last year, he did lead the

well.”

by Yale H. Yee

Rainey, Steve Swisher, George
“The Baron” Mitterwald) and
equally untalented managers (Herman Franks, Frank Luchessi, Pres-

ton Gomez) is inexhaustable.
Through all the fights for the cellar
and all the football-like scores (a
23-22 loss to Philadelphia in 1979
comes to mind), I faithfully stayed
in front of the TV and cheered the
lovable losers on to cvery defeat.

contender for the cellar. By 1984,

the Cubs put it together to win the
division. In my mind, however, the

1984 team is distinctly different
from the 1989 team. The ‘84 Cubs
were a team of veterans who happened to have career years. The
Cubs acquired some key players
during the pennant drive, but they

paid dearly in terms of loss of
good, young talent. Sure Rick
Sutcliffe won the Cy Young Award
and went 16-1 for Chicago, but two
good players in Mel Hall and Joe
Carter were sacrificed in the
process. As the ball squirted
through Leon Durham’s legs

the Cubs’ fate, I could not help but
think that 1984 seemed to confirm
my hunch.
:
As the 1989 season rolled around,

most Cubs fans, including myself,
were settling in for another delightfully dismal season. The tell-tale
signs of mediocrity were present: a
controversial trade to Texas which
included the acquisition of three unknown pitchers (including the nowbeloved Mitch Williams), a dismal
spring training record of 9-23, and
general discontent by Cubs players
and management seemed to ensure
another half-hearted summer campaign. As the season progressed, I
kept watching and waiting for the
Cubs to self-destruct. When the entire outfield went down with injuries at mid-season, I knew a

subsequent tumble was soon to follow. Incredibly, the Cubs did not
fold. On the contrary, they showed
composure, guts, and the ability to
persevere through adversity. I had
never witnessed these three characteristics in a Cubs team and I,

along with all other Cubs fans,
were utterly shocked. I thought that
I would never live to see the day
when I would call a Chicago Cubs
team a team of destiny and I cringe
to use that word, but the ‘89 Cubs

really could be a team of destiny.
This year’s team could also very
well be a fluke, but flukes like the

1988 Dodgers or the 1987 Twins
seem to be vogue as of late.

during the playoffs, I think both the

The classic words of the Cubs’
Hall-of-Fame announcer Harry

players and fans could hear the
echoes of 1969 coming back to
haunt the beleaguered ball club.
Alter watching Steve Garvey round
the bases with his fist raised to seal

of jubilation that I and other Cubs
fans feel as the Cubs plunge into
the playoffs, “I’m a Cubs fan, and a
Bud-Man, and I hope you are t00.”

Caray seems to sum up the feeling

ES
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by Gene Wang

Peacocks

Kathleen Plunkett, freshman goalie

for the Georgetown field hockey
team, held two opponents scoreless
this week in consecutive games. The
squad defeated Goucher College,
Monday afternoon, 5-0. Plunkett
again blanked her opponent, Mount
St. Mary’s, Wednesday, 3-0.

